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Andrew 
$23B* total 
insured loss 

Charley, Frances, 
Ivan & Jeanne 

$25B* total 
insured loss 

Katrina, Rita & Wilma 
$61B* total 
insured loss 

Ike & Gustav 
$10B* total 
insured loss 

N u m b e r  o f  H u r r i c a n e s  p e r  Ye a r,  1 9 9 0 - 2 0 0 8  

Three of the four most expensive hurricane seasons have occurred in the past five years, as indicated by the red bars. 

Named storms 
Hurricanes consistently develop in the Atlantic, Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico during the months of May through October. 
Some develop the label of “catastrophes,” meaning they cause $25 million or more in insurance property damage.  The naming 
of storms was initiated to respond to the need for clear communications with ships and aircraft, particularly as traffic increased 
and more storms were tracked.  The practice of systematically naming tropical storms and hurricanes was initiated in 1953 by 
the United States National Hurricane Center. Naming is now maintained by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). 

Today’s active 
hurricane era began 
in 1995. 

Source: Insurance Information Institute 

*All dollar amounts have been adjusted for inflation to 2008. 
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T r a v e l e r s  C o a s t a l  W i n d  Z o n e  P l a n :  A  C o m p r e h e n s i v e  P l a n  t o  
I m p r o v e  A v a i l a b i l i t y  a n d  A f f o r d a b i l i t y  o f  N a m e d  St o r m  W i n d  
I n s u r a n c e  f o r  C o a s t a l  H o m e o w n e r s  

The United States faces a coastal 
insurance crisis 

Hurricanes, tropical storms and coastal property 
insurance are subjects that unfortunately only 
generate public discussion and search for answers 
at times of crisis.  In 2005, these topics were at 
the forefront, following a record $57 billion in 
insured losses and 3.3 million claims resulting 
from Hurricanes Katrina, Rita, Wilma and Dennis.* 
The 2006 and 2007 hurricane seasons produced 
no catastrophic landfalls in the United States, and 
issues of insurance availability and affordability 
for coastal homeowners intensified.  In 2008, 
when Hurricane Gustav slammed into Louisiana 
and Ike into Texas, they brought renewed 
discussion but little improvement in the coastal 
insurance marketplace. 

This crisis of availability and affordability of 
named storm coastal wind insurance warrants 
public attention now, particularly given that 
experts are warning that we have entered into 
a period of warming ocean temperatures, which 
may result in an increase in the frequency and 
severity of catastrophic storms for years to come. 
Trends in Atlantic hurricane seasons generally 
span multiple decades, and today’s active 
hurricane era began in 1995, so we could face 
increased activity for some time. 

To the extent that named storm activity 
increases, finding insurance for wind coverage 
at affordable prices, if at all, from properly 
capitalized insurance carriers, will become 
increasingly difficult for coastal homeowners. 
As a result of availability and affordability issues, 
significantly more coastal homeowners now 
purchase insurance through state-created residual 
market pools, so-called “insurers of last resort.” 
(See chart on page 7.)  Many of these pools are 
heavily subsidized by state governments – which, 
in effect, result in subsidies for those living on the 

coast by those living inland.  In addition, many 
state pools rely on post-event borrowing to pay 
claims.  Given today’s historic financial turmoil, 
one would question the ability of even the most 
creditworthy state programs to secure adequate 
financing following a major catastrophic event. 

Clearly, many consumers, public officials 
and insurers face a major challenge in 
finding and funding coastal property wind 
storm insurance, and there is a need for a 
responsible, comprehensive solution to this 
insurance problem. 

Travelers Coastal Wind Zone Plan offers 
a solution 

Travelers recognizes that this crisis is not going 
to be solved singlehandedly by one company, 
one industry or one state.  Effective and 
sustainable solutions can only come from the 
coordinated efforts of all the stakeholders, 
and we believe that the insurance industry 
has a special place in the solution as individuals 
historically have looked to our industry to protect 
their greatest asset and largest economic 
obligations, their homes. 

At Travelers, we sought input from members 
of Congress, other federal, state and local 
officials, consumer groups, insurance agents 
and brokers and other insurance industry 
leaders as we developed the comprehensive 
set of principles that make up our Coastal 
Wind Zone Plan.  This plan proposes a private, 
market-based system, without federal subsidies 
for insurers, to address the problems of home
owners’ insurance availability that coastal 
consumers face today. 

The comprehensive plan would provide the 
needed framework to assist America’s coastal 
families in preparing to rebuild, repair and recover 
from the aftermath of named storm catastrophes. 

* Insurance Information Institute travelersinstitute.com 3 



 
 

 
 

  

 
  

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  

Coastal  l iv ing and coastal  proper ties  on the increase 

More Americans appear to want to live along the coasts.  According to the U.S. 
Department of Commerce and the National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA), 53 percent of the nation’s population lived in coastal counties in 2003, 
and their populations are expected to grow by more than 7 million in 2008. 
The trend is unmistakable. 

And the properties in which they live are escalating in exposure value as modest 
beach bungalows give way to sprawling homes and skyscraper condominiums. 
The collective value of all coastal properties from Texas to Maine is estimated by the 
Insurance Information Institute (III) to be nearing $9 trillion, with $2 trillion of that 
coastal property concentrated in Florida.  A significant portion of those estimates 
are residential properties.  It’s costing more to repair homes, too.  A report released 
in March 2009, said that the cost to rebuild a damaged home increased almost 
4 percent nationwide in 2008, even as real estate prices were declining. 

In addition, “coastal” property perhaps should no longer be defined as properties 
with ocean views, but rather viewed as properties that are vulnerable to hurricanes 
– as far inland as 150 miles. 

4 travelersinstitute.com 



  
   

 
 

 
  

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

  

  

 
 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
  

  
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

  

 

 

T r a v e l e r s  C o a s t a l  W i n d  Z o n e  P l a n  -  F o u r  P r i n c i p l e s 
  

For Travelers Coastal Wind Zone Plan to succeed, all four of its key elements have to be put
 
into place, as opposed to selecting only those aspects that have the most popular appeal.
 

1.  A stable and consistent regulatory 
environment. 
The impact of constantly changing rules on the willingness 
of insurers to commit capital in high-risk coastal markets is 
underestimated and underappreciated.  If an insurer does 
not have confidence in the predictability and stability of the 
regulatory environment, it cannot have confidence in the 
underwriting decisions it is making, and under those 
circumstances, it cannot be expected to make substantial 
commitments of capital.  In fact, the lack of predictability 
and stability of the regulatory environment has been an issue 
in states along the Gulf and Atlantic Coasts.  A predictable 
and stable set of rules is a necessary condition to insurers 
making long-term commitments of capital.  We propose that 
an independent federal commission establish standards and 
rules for coastal named wind storm rating and underwriting. 
This commission would oversee this narrow portion of the 
homeowners’ insurance market in the 18 coastal states. 
The remainder of the homeowners’ insurance market would 
remain subject to state regulation as it currently is today. 

2. Transparency in calculation of 
premium. 

In the coastal wind zone states, under this concept, 
insurance companies would individually and competitively 
set risk-based and actuarially sound rates using approved 
standards and certified windstorm risk models approved by 
the federal commission. The proposed federal commission 
would certify models after reviewing and validating 
underlying model assumptions such as frequency, severity, 
vulnerability and mitigation factors.  This would ensure 
that rates are set in a transparent manner.  In addition, 

we endorse creating a rating calculation mechanism to 
generate premium credits for customers if models and actual 
experience become misaligned over time such that actual 
losses are less than predicted.  This would eliminate the 
perception of insurers “winning” and customers “losing.” 

3. Cost-based federal reinsurance 
mechanism with savings passed on 
to consumers. 
To improve affordability and availability of insurance, we 
envision the creation of a federal cost-based reinsurance 
mechanism for extreme events, such as an event with losses 
that are multiples of those arising out of Hurricane Katrina. 
In order to provide financial protection for the unlikely, yet 
possible, occurrence of multiple events within one year, 
reinsurance coverage should be applied on a seasonal 
aggregate basis.  The reinsurance would be made available 
to insurers at cost by the federal government so there would 
be no subsidy, and insurers would be obligated to pass the 
savings directly to their customers. 

4.  Mitigation against losses. 
In the coastal wind zone states, mitigation must be a 
centerpiece of any effective catastrophe insurance proposal, 
and there should be federal guidelines for strong building 
codes, federal incentives for state and local adoption and 
enforcement of those codes, enhanced construction 
technology and land use planning requirements. In addition, 
there should be meaningful premium credits for mitigation 
and consideration of state and local property tax incentives 
for retrofi tting houses. 

The plan envisions four coastal 
zones from Texas to Maine: 
Gulf, Florida, Southeast and 
Northeast. 

G U L F  F L  O R I D  A  

S O  U  T  H  E  A  S  T  

N O R  T  H E  A  S  T  

Fo u r  C o a s t a l  Z o n e s  i n  T r ave l e r s  
C o a s t a l  W i n d  Z o n e  P l a n  

5travelersinstitute.com 



  

 
 
 

 
 

  
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

  
 
 
 

 
 

 
  

  
  

 
  

 
  

 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

F e a t u r e s  o f  T r a v e l e r s  C o a s t a l  W i n d  Z o n e  P l a n : 
  

•The Coastal Wind Zone Plan is fair to all 
homeowners – across the United States. 

This plan is based on the basic tenet of insurance, which is 
to spread the risk among as many people as possible who are 
subject to that same risk. Under the Travelers Coastal Wind 
Zone Plan, only those with named windstorm exposure 
would pay the premiums for the coverage, and there 
should be no direct subsidy or other financial support from 
policyholders with limited or no exposure to such storms. 

Also, individuals within the coastal zones will be charged 
a premium commensurate with their risks, so people living 
in higher risk areas would pay more than those living in 
lower risk areas, and those living in lower risk areas would 
not be subsidizing those in higher risk areas.  As a result, 
some homeowners will be faced with increased premiums, 
and significantly so.  However, the impact of the proposed 
federal reinsurance mechanism and non-insurance subsidies 
such as tax credits or direct government payments, means 
that those who can least afford risk-based pricing should 
receive some relief. 

Several additional features of the Coastal Wind Zone Plan 
make the coastal property insurance system fairer to 
homeowners, including the transparency in ratemaking 
with the unique rating calculation mechanism to realign 
premiums over time when the wind does not blow, 
consumer protections and assistance in protecting homes. 

•The Coastal Wind Zone Plan leaves the business of 
insurance to those who know it best – and that’s 
important when it comes to disaster recovery.   

Unlike other plans that put federal and state governments 
in the catastrophic insurance business, the Travelers Coastal 
Wind Zone Plan leaves the business of providing insurance 
coverage and responding to catastrophic losses to the 
private market.  At Travelers, for example, we have a national 
Catastrophe Management Center that provides operational 
and logistical support to our catastrophe response efforts. 
Travelers’ state-of-the-art Claim Training Facility gives 
Travelers claim professionals the in-depth training and 
expertise needed to provide knowledgeable, accurate 
and efficient claim service.  A key component of our 
response strategy is the deployment of highly trained 
claim professionals drawn from our dedicated Catastrophe 
Response Team and across our entire claim enterprise. 
Our field catastrophe response efforts are supported by a 
fleet of five Mobile Claim Headquarters vehicles and six claim 

customer service centers staffed around the clock to ensure 
customers can report claims 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 
The public market is not similarly equipped and cannot be 
expected to provide the same level of speed, effi ciency and 
customer service at a time when homeowners are at their 
most vulnerable. 

•The Coastal Wind Zone Plan creates a stable 
market – for both insurers and customers. 

Historically, at times, insurers have been faced with a 
situation in which the rules put in place before a storm – 
in other words, the rules under which those insurers based 
underwriting decisions and committed capital to support 
the policies written – were not the same as the rules 
adopted following a storm.  Constantly changing rules 
adversely impacted the willingness of insurers to do business 
in high-risk coastal markets.  That has caused disruption for 
customers in the form of non-renewals and fewer insurance 
availability options. 

Moving responsibility for named storm wind coverage to an 
independent federal commission would provide for a more 
stable and consistent regulatory climate across the Gulf and 
Atlantic Coasts.  That would enable insurers to provide 
catastrophic wind insurance, and consumers to obtain and 
keep it, with greater certainty.  A stable set of rules would 
encourage insurers to make long-term business and capital 
commitments to those zones for named storm wind risks, 
increasing the availability of that insurance over time. 
Insurers writing named storm wind coverage in the zones 
would be subject to federal oversight, and the remainder 
of the homeowners’ coverage would continue to be 
regulated by the states. 

By recognizing that hurricanes don’t recognize state 
borders, the zone-based approach provides a more 
consistent and fair market throughout the Gulf and Atlantic 
coastal states.  In doing so, the plan responds to the 
challenges of state policymakers about how to smooth 
discrepancies that exist state to state.  For consumers, as 
they move from state to state within a zone, their named 
storm wind insurance would be subject to the same set of 
rules, and they would have additional peace of mind since 
insurers would be able to offer them coverage on a more 
consistent basis. 

6 travelersinstitute.com 



                                                                                                                                                                      

  

 
  

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

U . S .  Re s i d u a l  M a r ke t 
  
E x p o s u r e  t o  L o s s  ( B i l l i o n s  o f  D o l l a r s ) 
  

In the period between 1990 and 2006, total exposure to loss in $700 
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the residual market (FAIR & Beach/Windstorm) Plans has surged 

from $54.7 billion in 1990 to $656.7 billion in 2006. 
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Source: Insurance Information Institute 

Insurers  of  “ last  resor t”  
Today, in coastal states, more than 15 percent of personal insurance property policies are placed within the residual 
markets.  North Carolina and Florida have the highest percentage of homeowners property insurance carried within 
the residual market pools.  It is also interesting to note that A.M. Best’s 2007 market share report l ists Florida’s 
residual market, Citizens Property Insurance Corporation, as the ninth largest insurer among U.S. personal insurance 
providers – r ight along with other large insurance companies. 
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Wind vs.  water  
Hurricanes commonly cause significant flooding, often created by storm surge when 
high winds push the ocean’s surface above its normal level. While most homeowners’ 
policies cover wind damage, they do not cover flood damage. 

This issue was discussed frequently following Hurricane Katrina, as thousands 
of homeowners without flood insurance faced the critical question of whether the 
damage to their homes was caused by Katrina’s 145 mph winds or by the wall of 
water that surged to shore. 

To lessen wind vs. water issues, Travelers advocates that homeowners should 
purchase flood insurance coverage through the National Flood Insurance Program. 

8 travelersinstitute.com 



  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  
  

 
 

 
 

 

 

  

 
 
  

 
  

  
 

  
  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

   

  

  
 

 
 

  
   

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

  
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

•The Coastal Wind Zone Plan provides federal 
reinsurance to improve affordability in high-
risk areas. 

To improve affordability and availability of named storm 
wind insurance, the plan calls for the creation of a federal 
reinsurance mechanism for extreme events, such as an 
event with losses that would be multiples of those arising 
out of Hurricane Katrina.  The federal reinsurance would 
be made available to insurers at cost so there would be no 
taxpayer subsidy, and insurers would be obligated to pass 
the savings directly to their customers.  The independent 
federal commission would determine the premiums 
charged insurers, oversee the operation of the reinsurance 
mechanism - including payment of its claims - and ensure 
that savings are identified and passed on to customers in 
the premiums they pay. 

The intent is not to replace the private reinsurance market, 
but rather to complement private reinsurance in the case 
of “the biggest of the big” events.  In order to provide 
financial protection for the unlikely, yet possible, occurrence 
of multiple events within one year, reinsurance coverage 
should be applied on a seasonal aggregate basis.  The federal 
commission would be given the authority to adjust the loss 
level to which the mechanism responds if market 
stabilization requires such action. 

•The Coastal Wind Zone Plan makes wind 
insurance ratemaking more transparent. 

This plan, through its transparent process of setting rates, 
will take much of the mystery out of named storm wind 
insurance ratemaking for consumers and policy makers. 
As a result of this plan, a new independent federal 
commission of five members appointed by the President 
of the United States and confirmed by the U.S. Senate 
would be created to establish rating and underwriting 
standards and oversee insurers writing this coverage. 
Insurers would be required to file rates with the federal 
board, which would be reviewed for compliance with 
approved standards. 

Beginning with Hurricane Andrew in 1992, insurers realized 
the need for better information to measure and understand 
their coastal exposure, and they began to use catastrophe 
models more extensively. The models factored in many 
considerations, including storm track, intensity and size of 
past land-fall events, as well as estimates of what their losses 
would be today if those same events occurred.  Because 
of variable factors such as climate and demographics, the 
models are not precise predictors, causing some to question 
heavy reliance on them.  Coastal states have differing views 
on the acceptability and the use of models. 

The plan does not envision the federal commission 
developing its own model, but rather evaluating and 
certifying wind risk catastrophe models developed by fi rms 
and insurers.  This improves past practices of leaving 
consumers to wonder about the models’ reliability. 

•The Coastal Wind Zone Plan takes into account 
the unpredictability of weather. 

Weather losses are predictable only over the long term. 
While everyone agrees that rates for property wind 
insurance should be fair and equitable, often those rates 
can appear to be misaligned with experience in any given 
year or even multiple years.  Also, significant losses one year 
can erase premiums and profits from several years or more. 
Hurricane Andrew wiped out all of the premiums collected 
by the insurance industry on property policies in the state 
of Florida for all of the years leading up to it. 

To address the unpredictability of weather, the Coastal 
Wind Zone Plan, through its unique Rating Calculation 
Mechanism, assures that premium credits will be 
generated if actual experience and wind risk models 
become misaligned over time.  Essentially, the process, 
which would be transparent to regulators and consumers, 
involves using certified exposure-based models to set 
predetermined loss levels, then measuring experience 
against those predetermined levels.  Annual accounting 
reports would be filed by each insurer with the independent 
federal commission to ensure disclosure of losses paid 
against predetermined loss levels.  Over time, if actual 
experience is less than the predetermined loss level, 
then a prospective premium credit would be issued. 

•The Coastal Wind Zone Plan focuses on 
prevention and incentive measures for 
stronger homes. 

One of the four principles of the Coastal Wind Zone Plan 
advocates federal building code guidelines for wind-
resistant homes and incentives for state and local 
governments to adopt and enforce those codes. 
Experience from recent hurricanes in Florida shows the 
impact of well-designed and enforced building codes 
on reducing losses from wind storms.  The Institute for 
Business and Home Safety reported in 2002 that if all 
of south Florida’s homes met strong building code 
requirements, residential losses from a storm similar to 
that of Hurricane Andrew would be cut in half – resulting 
in lower insurance premiums. As we all know, premium 
charges consider actual loss experience, so the smaller the 
losses, the lower the cost of insurance. 

travelersinstitute.com 9 



 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
    

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

There should also be incentives to assist homeowners in 
retrofitting their current homes so that their residences 
are better able to withstand destructive catastrophic 
wind storms.  We advocate that federally funded incentive 
programs should be adopted.  State programs such as 
My Florida Safe Home and South Carolina’s Safe Home Loss 
Mitigation Program have been very effective but need to 
be expanded with more grant funds being made available. 
In addition, other coastal states should adopt similar 
retrofitting assistance programs. 

A key issue in the mitigation of damage to existing homes 
and in new construction is the cost-effectiveness of 
suggested improvements since homeowners are reluctant 

to enact expensive measures.  In response to those concerns, 
a team of researchers at Florida International University 
tested 8-d ring shank nails for two years, finding that the 
rings along the nail’s shaft double the resistance of a roof 
to high winds when the nails were used to attach sheathing 
to roof rafters.  The nails have been required in Miami-Dade 
and Broward Counties since 2004 and only add about $10 
to the cost of building a home. 

Also, it’s important that homeowners heed warnings from 
local authorities to prepare their homes appropriately when 
a hurricane is approaching.  Important just-in-time steps 
include shuttering or boarding up windows, anchoring 
or securing all outside equipment, and shutting off all 
power supplies. 

travelersinstitute.com 10 



 
 

 
 

    
 

 

To learn more about Travelers Coastal Wind Zone Plan: 

If you are interested in Travelers Coastal Wind Zone Plan, please visit www.travelersinstitute.com. 

THE TRAVELERS INSTITUTE
 

Tr a v e l e r s  e s t a b l i s h e d  T h e  Tr a v e l e r s  I n s t i t u t e  a s  a  m ea n s  o f  p a r t i c i p a t i n g  i n  p u b i c  p o l i c y  d ia l o g u e  
o n  m a t t e r s  o f  i n t e r e s t  t o  t h e  p r o p e r t y  c a s u a l t y  i n s u r a n c e  s e c t o r,  a s  w e l l  a s  t h e  f i n a n c i a l  s e r v i c e s  
i n d u s t r y  m o r e  b r o a d l y.  T h e  I n s t i t u t e  d r a w s  u p o n  t h e  i n d u s t r y  e x p e r t i s e  o f  Tr a v e l e r s ’  s e n i o r  
m a n a g e m e n t  a n d  t h e  t e c h n i c a l  e x p e r t i s e  o f  i t s  r i s k  p r o f e s s i o n a l s  a n d  o t h e r  e x p e r t s  t o  prov ide  
infor mat ion,  analys is  and  recommendat ions t o  p u b l i c  p o l i c y  m a ke r s  a n d  r e g u l a t o r s .   B a s e d  i n  
Wa s h i n g t o n ,  D.C . ,  T h e  Tr a v e l e r s  I n s t i t u t e  i s  l e d  b y  J o a n  Wo o d w a r d ,  E x e c u t i v e  V i c e  P r e s i d e n t  
o f  P u b l i c  P o l i c y.  
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